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BILL BRIGHT’S THEOLOGY OF CONVERSION 
 
 

Aside from those leading mass crusades, Bill Bright may have personally led more 

people to Christ than anyone in history.  Bright’s passion for winning folks to Christ, building 

into them through discipleship, and sending them out to do likewise was the central goal of his 

life and remains the vision of the ministry he founded – Campus Crusade for Christ International.    

Bright was so intent on living a life where witnessing was as natural as breathing and 

encouraging others to do the same that he produced the most recognized tool ever invented for 

personal evangelism: The Four Spiritual Laws.  The tract made it easy to walk someone through 

a gospel presentation.  Campus Crusade staff were urged to bring the person to a point of 

decision, the prayer at the end of the booklet.  Hundreds of thousands of people all over the 

world have prayed the prayer authored by Bright.  Many of those people were indeed ushered 

into the Kingdom of God.   

Controversy emerged, however, as some called Bright’s version of the gospel ‘easy 

believism.’  Many said that true conversion was much more than simply praying a prayer of 

salvation and that the 4 Laws follow a faulty approach with the gospel.  Are these skeptics 

correct in their attack on Bright?  Was Bright’s theology of conversion faulty?  Did the Four 

Spiritual Laws enable thousands of people to deceive themselves into thinking their conversion 

was genuine?  These are no light questions.  This paper will examine Bill Bright’s theology of 

conversion and make an attempt to answer these critiques.  Bright’s own writings will be the 

sources primary to this investigation.  The author seeks to show that Bright had an adequate 
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theology of conversion but his writings were sometimes unclear and capable of being misused by 

hasty or uninformed evangelists and, therefore, prime candidates for criticism.  Before an 

examination of Bright’s theology of conversion can be carried out, pertinent biographical 

information is needed in order to help the reader understand Bright’s theological influences. 

 
Bright’s Early Theological Influences 

 
William Bright was born on October 19, 1921 at home on his parent’s farm five miles 

outside of Coweta, Oklahoma.1  Bright’s mother had miscarried her last child so when she 

became pregnant with Bill she made a commitment with God.  The deal was to be that if God 

would allow the child to be born healthy, she would commit him to God for whatever service the 

Lord had in mind.2  This practice of making commitments to the Lord was to become a common 

practice in Bright’s life in later years.  In one sense, based on his mother’s commitment, Bill 

Bright was called to the ministry before he was even born.  Bright grew up knowing what it 

meant to work hard.  His family’s ranch did not have electricity throughout his early childhood 

and he spent his days as a ranch hand.3  Bright’s humble upbringing influenced him for the rest 

of his life.  He was always known as a tireless worker and lived a modest lifestyle, especially 

when compared to other evangelists of his day.  Bright lived at the standard he allowed for all 

Campus Crusade staff, did not receive any royalties from his extensive writings, and even 

continued to raise his own personal financial support all his life.4 

                                                
 
1Michael Richardson, Amazing Faith: The Authorized Biography of Bill Bright (Colorado Springs:  

WaterBrook Press, 2000), 1. 
 

2John G. Turner, Bill Bright & Campus Crusade for Christ: The Renewal of Evangelicalism in Postwar 
America (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2008), 13.  

 
3Ibid., 14.  

 
4Ibid., 5. 
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  Though Bright attended a small Methodist church growing up near Cowetta, he did 

not consider religion to be an important part of life.  Hard work and honesty were more 

important than attending church.  In fact, Bright himself later noted that as a teenager he thought 

Christianity was for women and children but not for men.5  Bright wanted to make a name for 

himself but options were limited in Oklahoma in those days.  After graduating from high school 

Bright decided to attend Northeastern State College and majored in education.  Academics were 

not was interested the young man, however, and he soon became involved in as many extra 

curricular activities as he could.  Bright pledged with the Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity and took 

on leading roles in school plays.  He honed his speaking skills as a member of the debate team 

and grew in leadership ability as class president.6  College was relatively uneventful otherwise 

and upon graduation Bright was not decided on making a career in teaching.  The entrepreneurial 

side of him was aching to be explored.  Bright wanted fame and moved to Los Angeles on a 

whim to see what business ventures he might get involved in. 

The year was 1944 and the move to the West Coast was to hold more for Bill Bright 

than he ever imagined.  Bright did not move west to look for Jesus but Jesus was already looking 

for Bill Bright.  His landlords attended Hollywood Presbyterian Church, the largest church of 

that denomination in the United States at that time, and Bright began to attend with them, upon 

their invitation.7  Everything Bright knew about Christianity and church life was shattered in a 

moment.  Back in Cowetta, Oklahoma church members were unassuming and even boring in 

Bright’s eyes.  At Hollywood Presbyterian, Bright saw that famous movie stars went to church.  

                                                
 

5Bill Bright, Witnessing Without Fear (Orlando: New Life Publications, 1986), 22.  
 
6Turner, Bill Bright, 15.  

 
7Ibid., 18. 
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He was caught up in the excitement of a growing, popular, and successful church.  Bright was 

able to make many contacts that would further his business and later, his campus ministry. 

  Hollywood Presbyterian was at that time, theologically conservative.  The church 

remained conservative for some years even though the denomination was moving quickly toward 

liberalism.  The church did not want to be identified as world-rejecting separatists, as the 

fundamentalists had been, but greeted the new evangelicalism with enthusiasm.8  Bright saw in 

the church both a commitment to the scriptures as truth and a willingness to engage the world, 

especially those influential in Hollywood.  Both facets would be hallmark’s of Bright’s ministry 

for the rest of his life.  Hollywood Presbyterian as a whole shaped Bright’s theology but the 

influence of one woman in particular had more to with whom Bill Bright would become than 

perhaps anyone else. 

  Henrietta Mears was a wealthy and influential leader in the church.  She taught a 

Sunday School class that was to become the number one influencer of Bill Bright’s theology and 

methodology for the rest of his life.  Mears, operating in a wealthy church, had access to movie 

stars, Hollywood businessmen, and everything else Bill Bright was looking for to become an 

influential businessman.  Mears was a strong woman who was already breaking many of the 

boundaries that Bright was not to be constrained by later in his own life.  She was a “Baptist 

turned Presbyterian”9 but cared little for the particulars of either denomination.  Bright’s 

biographer described Mears as a conservative fundamentalist though no one is the 1940s would 

have referred to her as such.  She believed in the inerrancy of the scriptures but would invite 

                                                
 
8Richard Quebedeaux, I Found It! The Story of Bill Bright and Campus Crusade (San Francisco: Harper 

& Row, 1979), 85.  
 

9Turner, Bill Bright, 21. 
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liberal German theologians to her home to teach Bible studies.  Mears wanted to expose her 

students to the most current scholarship available even if she did not agree with what was being 

taught. 

  Henrietta Mears was most concerned with winning people to Christ.  Her Bible 

teaching was lengthy but entertaining and she extended the message of salvation after every 

session.  Bill Bright saw a Christianity that he had never conceived of up until this point.  

Influential people worshipped with vibrancy, attended hour-long Bible studies, and strived to live 

fully for Christ.  The scene at Hollywood Presbyterian had a profound impact on a young Bill 

Bright.  In 1945, less than a year after moving to Los Angeles, Bright was converted under the 

teaching of Henrietta Mears.10  Bright felt that he had been ready to become a Christian for some 

time.  He had studied the Bible and listened to many sermons.  Yet, he remained unconverted 

because in his words, no one had ever asked him if he wanted to receive Christ until he met 

Mears.11   

Bright’s experience of waiting to receive Christ but not knowing how led to his later 

emphasis on bringing all those he shared the gospel with to a point of decision for Christ.  

Additionally, Bright did not feel any particular emotional or dramatic change when he prayed to 

receive Christ and consequently, he was always quick to remind others that conversion was a 

matter of trusting Christ and following through with obedience.  The feelings that accompanied 

the decision were of secondary importance.  After his conversion, Mears continued to shape 

Bright as she discipled him and often had him as a guest in her home and at the retreat center she 

owned in the Hollywood Hills. 

                                                
 
10Richardson, Amazing Faith, 22.  

 
11Travis Fleming, “An Analysis of Bill Bright’s Theology and Methodology of Evangelism and 

Discipleship” (PhD diss., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 2006), 28. 
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  Bright became a churchman and was heavily involved at Hollywood Presbyterian.  His 

dynamic personality led to many friendships.  His integrity, desire to serve others, and 

commitment to Christ were noticeable.  Bright felt called to the ministry and was ordained as a 

deacon in the church in late 1945.12  He decided to seek out more formal ministry training and 

went to Princeton Seminary in 1946.  Bright enjoyed his classes in New Testament and Old 

Testament but did not care for studying the biblical languages or systematic theology.  This trend 

was to continue for the remainder of Bright’s life and he never systematically expounded his 

views on theology in any of his later writings.  He loved the scriptures but could not see how 

theology classes would help him win souls so he dropped out of Princeton in less than a year and 

moved back to Los Angeles to continue to develop his small candy business.13  Bright continued 

to serve as deacon at his church and witness extensively around Los Angeles.  He excelled in his 

ministerial capacity and the Presbyterian synod recommended him for ordination as an elder.  

More education was required for ordination, however, and this posed a problem for Bright. 

  The year was still 1946 and a new seminary was about to be launched in Southern 

California.  Fuller Seminary, in addition to the normal academic intellectual rigor, heavily 

encouraged missions and evangelism.  Bill Bright decided to try seminary again and was 

accepted as a member of the inaugural class at Fuller.14  He excelled in witnessing and church 

service but earned terrible grades at Fuller and was placed on academic probation at the end of 

the first semester.  Bright was quoted in telling a professor, “I’m not going to be sitting here 

                                                
 

12Turner, Bill Bright, 33. 
  
13Ibid., 24.  
 
14Ibid., 29.  
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studying Greek when Christ comes!”15  He dropped out of seminary number two shortly 

thereafter. 

  Bright again returned to his business and continued serving as deacon and elder in 

training at his church.  At this time he began visiting college campuses around Los Angeles with 

some of his former classmates from Fuller to do evangelism.  His zeal for witnessing was 

contagious and the Fuller faculty took note and saw great promise in Bright for effective ministry 

service.  Though on probation for poor academic performance, the faculty wooed Bright back to 

Fuller for one more try at attaining a degree.  He returned to school in 1950, though at great 

expense to his future as an official minister.  Bright was denied Presbyterian ordination because 

he was not attending a Presbyterian seminary.  By this time Bright had moved away from the 

idea of serving the church as an official minister however.  He was focusing more than ever on 

reaching people, especially influential student leaders on college campuses. 

  Back at Fuller things were no different for Bright.  He spent so much time doing 

evangelism and tending to his small business that he gave little effort to his schoolwork.  His 

third attempt in seminary resulted in Bright failing both Greek and Hebrew.  Bright simply could 

not stand to sit in a room and study theology when thousands of people right outside his window 

were going to hell.16  Around this time Bright received what he called a clear vision from God to 

start a ministry fully devoted to reaching college campuses.  Bright sat in Fuller professor Wilber 

Smith’s office both lamenting of his avulsion to academic study but also speaking excitedly 

about a new college ministry he felt called to.  The professor gave encouragement to Bright to 

pursue his dream and even came up with a catchy name for the proposed ministry.  The year was 

                                                
 
15Ibid., 31. 
  
16Ibid., 38.  
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1951 and Campus Crusade for Christ was born.17 

  It is clear from Bright’s life that he was fully committed to evangelism.  Bright had 

little in the way of formal theological training to establish a theology of conversion.  What Bright 

did have were many examples of Henrietta Mears calling people to faith and repentance and 

countless personal testimonies of seeing people converted through his own witnessing.  As 

Campus Crusade grew, Bright realized the staff needed some kind of training, especially in 

witnessing.  Bright launched a prolific writing ministry that continues to define his legacy today.  

His writing is not complex, as he employed an intentionally small vocabulary of around seven 

hundred words.  He includes many stories and examples in his teachings.  Bright’s intent was not 

to impress academic theologians but rather to provide biblically based, encouraging material to 

everyday people who make up the majority of the church.  The next section of this paper will 

examine several of Bright’s personal writings on conversion and its outworking in a believer’s 

life, showing how his time with Henrietta Mears played a large role in how he thought of and 

wrote about theology. 

 
Bright’s Theology Seen in his Writing on Conversion 

 
  It is difficult to find a succinct description of Bright’s conversion theology.  There is 

much writing on God, on the person of Christ, on the scriptures, and on growing in Christ 

likeness but Bright’s only writing on the actual conversion process primarily comes through 

stories of individuals he has seen changed by the gospel.  Rather than being bogged down by 

theological details, as Mears also avoids, Bright seems more interested in the process of 

conversion rather than the content of conversion.  There is no doubt that Bright believes 

                                                
 
17Richardson, Amazing Faith, 63.  
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conversion does change people.  Those who were once without Christ now have Christ.  God is 

changing the world, one person at a time as Bright writes, “In my opinion, the only way to 

change the world is to change individuals.”18  The gospel exchange, in Bright’s experience, 

needs to be a personal one.   

Bright’s theology of conversion is most easily and widely seen in the Four Laws and 

begins with a loving God and a sinful man or women in need of forgiveness.  Bright believes that 

people want to know God and are ready to do so, as he himself was, if only they can experience a 

properly presented, clearly articulated gospel message.19  It is this view that people are almost 

waiting impatiently for someone to come and share the gospel with them that has been 

repeatedly attacked by critics of Bright’s theology.  One pastor accused Bright of not 

understanding the Biblical teaching on man’s depraved nature and reprobate mind.20  Does 

Bright have too high a view of human ability to respond to the gospel?  A cursory reading of 

Bright may lead one to think so.  A closer look will reveal more clearly what Bright actually 

believes. 

 
God is Holy 
 
  Many people over emphasize Bright’s position on God as love.  In fact, Bright often 

speaks about God as a righteous judge in the face of sinful man.  Bright believes that most 

people today ignore God’s role as judge and continue in their sin as if they will never be held to 

                                                
 

18Bill Bright, Transferable Concepts: How You can Introduce Others to Christ (Orlando: NewLife 
Publications, 1998), 8. 
  

19Ibid. 
  

20Paul Tassell, “Is Campus Crusade Spiritual?” (Schaumburg, IL: Regular Baptist Press, 1980), 12. 
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account.21  God is the perfect judge because He is holy.  Like a raging wildfire, God’s holiness 

destroys the dead material, purifies, and transforms.  Nothing can withstand the holy fury.  

Bright states that of all God’s attributes, including love, nothing compares to His holiness.  

God’s standard is the absolute for all integrity and ethical purity.  Bright feels totally inadequate 

to even attempt to describe the character of God because of his own sinfulness.  God’s holiness 

demands a response from His creation.  It calls for worship but because of man’s sin, worship is 

not possible without Christ.22  Bright understands the inability of man to come before a holy God 

because of his utterly sinful state. 

 
Man is Sinful 
 

Bright does not mince metaphors when describing the state of man.  He says we are  

like a man wearing a beautiful white suit who has been drug through a coal mine, covered in 

black soot from head to toe.  No manmade standard of behavior meets the requirements of God.  

In light of God’s holiness, Bright clearly believes that without Christ, people are separated from 

God.23  Bright is an exclusivist, knowing that Jesus is the only way to God.  He states that only 

the truly repentant can come before God.24  The claim that Bright does not believe in the total 

depravity of man is not found in his writings.  Again, Bright does not attempt to lay out an in 

depth theology on the state of man in the 4 Laws or other commonly read writings.  He does, 

however, very clearly and strongly do so in several key locations.  Bright can be misunderstood, 

                                                
 
21Bill Bright, God’s Attributes: Transformed by His Majesty (Peachtree City, GA: NewLife 

Publications, 2004), 51. 
 
22Ibid., 51-57. 
  
23Ibid., 54. 
  
24Bill Bright, Transferable Concepts: How You can Pray with Confidence (Orlando: NewLife 

Publications, 1998), 12. 
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as will anyone, if his writings are not used in context or read in their full extent.  It is clear that 

Bright has a biblical view of man’s desperate state apart from the work of Christ.25   If man is in 

desperate need of Christ’s gift, then Bright would say that the gift must be received by the sinner 

through a time of personal decision and response.     

 
Man’s Necessary Response 
 

Bringing a person to a point of decision to accept or reject the gospel is perhaps the 

most important thing one can do when witnessing, Bright would say.  He urges those witnessing 

to graciously defer most questions in order to get through the entire 4 Laws booklet.  One can 

talk about questions after the booklet is presented.  The question to ask is, “Would you like to 

receive Christ right now?”26  Man must respond to the call of God unto salvation.  Normally, 

Bright does not go into detail on what is involved with that response, other than praying a prayer 

of acknowledgement, confession, repentance, and then receiving Christ.  On one occasion, in a 

moment of unusually deep theological reflection, Bright detailed what he believes must take 

place for true understanding of the gospel and conversion. 

Bright states that becoming a Christian involves a three-fold commitment – that of the 

intellect, emotions, and will.  Concerning the first tenant, Bright records that the scriptures are 

built on solid historical fact.  Centuries of research have documented details of the Lord’s birth, 

life, teaching, death, and resurrection.  Believing in Christ as Lord does not require as much of a 

blind leap of faith as one might expect.  Bright concludes that to become a Christian, one must 

face the claims of Christ and believe intellectually that Jesus is God, died for sins, was buried, 

                                                
 
25Bright, God’s Attributes, 55.  

 
26Bill Bright, Sharing Christ: Giving the Eternal Gift (Peachtree City, GA: NewLife Publications, 

2004), 89. 
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and rose again.  One must also believe that Jesus wants to come into one’s life to be Savior and 

Lord.27 The previous statement is unusual when compared to most descriptions of intellectual 

ascent to faith but fits well with Bright’s view that God stands at the door and knocks, simply 

waiting for an invitation to come in to the believer’s life. 

  Bright next describes emotional commitment as follows:  scripture depicts a God that 

feels love, joy, sorrow, compassion, anger, and many other emotions.  Man is created in the 

image of God so man must experience God through emotions as well.  Bright declares that 

everyone who receives Christ will have an emotional experience of some kind.  This experience 

will not always be of a ‘Damascus Road’ type.  Bright does not conclude his thoughts on the 

emotional commitment in a logical fashion but almost begins rambling, warning that emotions 

can mislead the believer.  Bright feels that a wrong emphasis on emotions and feelings has led to 

many believers not finding assurance of their salvation.  Christians are to live by faith, not by 

feelings, Bright says.  Emotions result from faith followed by obedience.  Emotions in the 

believer’s life are legitimate but faith in God’s promises is more important that acting on a 

feeling.  Bright concludes with a testimony of one who had not received Christ because he was 

waiting for the emotional experience.  Bright urged the man to trust Christ in faith and feelings 

would follow.28 

  The final commitment required by those who trust in Christ is that of volition.  Before 

one can love God with intellect and emotion, one must first be willing to obey God and His 

Word.  Bright believes that millions have not followed Christ because they are not willing to 

                                                
 
27Bill Bright, Transferable Concepts: How You Can be Sure You are a Christian (Orlando: 

NewLife Publications, 1998), 12-17. 
 
28Ibid., 17-19. 
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surrender their life to Him in case the Lord changes their plans for what they deem to be a happy 

life.  Bright is a firm believer that God does indeed have a wonderful plan for everyone’s life, if 

they will only obey.  This matter of willingness to obey is the main cause for unbelievers not 

turning to Christ.  People can read and understand all the evidence for Christ and still decide not 

to follow Him.  Bright says that if one believes that Jesus is the Son of God and died for his 

personal sins but does not surrender the will to Christ, that man cannot be a Christian.29  People 

reject Christ because of the heart, not because of the head.  Bright concludes that man must 

believe the truths of scripture and be willing to obey them and make them central in one’s life.30  

Once these stated conditions are met, often in a relatively unconscious manner, conversion can 

begin.  The next section will examine Bright’s understanding of the conversion process. 

 
The Conversion Process 
 
  Bill Bright loves to tell the personal testimonies of many who he has led to Christ.  

These stories make up the bulk of Bright’s teaching on conversion rather than any systematic 

doctrinal explanation.  Conversion is quick and simple to Bright and it is here that he and 

Campus Crusade have taken considerable criticism for what is perceived as cheap grace and easy 

believism.  Critics charge that Bright’s view of conversion is reduced to a simple formula and 

prayer that does not call for a real heart change.   

This charge of Bright’s weak view of the conversion process is not totally without 

warrant as Bright himself explains two conversion stories.  First, someone asks him “I want to 

become a Christian.  How do I do this?”  Bright’s answer is “Let me show you how by going 

                                                
 

29Ibid., 28. 
  

30Ibid., 19-25.  
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through the 4 Spiritual Laws.”31  Bright often makes the witnessing to and conversion of sinners 

seem an easy process.  Another story, the 1951 testimony of UCLA All-American linebacker 

Donn Moomaw, is quoted in full simply because it is a very common observation of how people 

come to faith through the witness of a Crusade staff member: 

We went back to Bill’s house . . . and he began sharing through the Scripture what would 
later be called the Plan of Salvation.  He used Romans 3:23 . . . and we talked about that a 
little bit.  And I said, “Yeah, I admit that I have fallen short of the glory of God.” . . . Then 
he read Romans 6:23.  And then he went back to John 1:12 – “to as may as receive him, to 
them gave he power to become the children of God, even to those who believe in his 
name.” . . . and he said, “Is there any reason right now why you don’t first of all confess 
your sin and secondly receive Christ as your savior?”  And I said, “Well, there’s probably a 
lot of reasons why I should not do it, but I’m open to doing it right now.”  He said, “Then 
let’s kneel here on the floor.” . . . So I knelt down with Bill, and he prayed with me and then 
he asked me to pray, and it wasn’t a very eloquent prayer.  I just prayed from my heart and 
opened my heart to Christ.  When I finished praying, I knew that something had happened 
to me.”32 

 
Again, Bright’s emphasis on bringing a person to a point of decision can be clearly seen here.  It 

might seem that Bright is applying too much pressure for Moomaw to receive Christ.  Bright and 

many Campus Crusade staff can be overly bold when asking for a response to the gospel.  This 

highly initiative approach can lead to people praying for a variety of unhelpful reasons.  This 

criticism has merit and should be taken heed by those witnessing in the Crusade style.  

Thankfully, evangelism is not intended to be an isolated, one-time event in Bright’s 

methodology, especially on college campuses.  If it were seen as a one-time event, then many 

would be in danger of false security about their conversion because of the somewhat forceful 

approach Crusade uses.   

Where Bill Bright and Campus Crusade excel is that follow-up on the gospel  

                                                
 
31Bill Bright, Transferable Concepts: How You Can Love by Faith (Orlando: NewLife Publications, 

1998), 24. 
 
32Turner, Bill Bright, 47. 
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presentation and later discipleship are so regular and intensive that even if a person did not 

completely understand the gospel when he or she prayed to receive Christ, he or she would have 

a thorough understanding of that decision after several weeks of follow-up.  Thorough 

discipleship repels the criticism that Bright and his ministry are peddlers of cheap grace.  The 

process of conversion involves turning away from one’s self, repenting of sins, and turning to 

God.  Conversion is trusting Christ to come into one’s life, forgive sins, and change the person 

into what God wants.33  Again, those who do not read all of Bright’s writings or only look at the 

lives of a few Campus Crusade staff they know are prone to misunderstand and misrepresent 

Bright on his view of the conversion process, labeling it as cheap grace.  His conversion theology 

is absent or vague in most of his writing and he could have avoided these nagging criticisms by 

writing a more clear systematic theology but that was not his interest nor objective. 

 
Positional Justification 
 

Bright emphasizes that at the moment one accepts Christ, the spiritual new birth takes 

place.34  The repentant sinner is declared righteous, holy, and acceptable in God’s sight because 

of what Christ did on the cross through the atonement.  It is clear that Bright believes in 

instantaneous justification.  Positionally, the believer has been declared righteous at the moment 

of conversion.  Conversion is the beginning of a journey toward Christ likeness but in a unique 

way that will be explored below.  Bright is sure that men and women are to live obedient lives, 

fully surrendered to the Lord in order to experience victory over sin and grow in their faith.  

Bright’s Keswick theology fuels his thinking on sanctification.  The next section will examine 

                                                
 
33Ibid., 26. 
  
34Bill Bright, Transferable Concepts: How You Can Walk in the Spirit (Orlando: NewLife 

Publications, 1998), 9. 
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the correlation, if any, between Bright’s conversion theology and Christian growth. 

 
Growing in Christlikeness 
 
  Bright believes that “the average Christian is living a defeated and frustrated life.”35  A 

life of defeat is one of carnality or worldliness, not one concerned with the things of God.  The 

believer is not to remain worldly, but to grow in Christ.  Bright describes sanctification being 

accomplished through several means: reading God’s Word, prayer, and obedience to the Lord.36  

These means are held together by one idea, that of spiritual breathing.  The only way to 

overcome defeat is to live in surrender and obedience through walking in the power of the Holy 

Spirit.  Conversion gives one a right standing with God and provides the power for faithful living 

but the average Christian does not know how to access that power and the result is unproductive 

lives.37  Merely being a child of God does not produce growth.  Nowhere does Bright speak of 

God ensuring and producing growth.  The believer must walk in the Spirit in order to grow and 

this does not happen naturally.  In order to help Christians access the power of the Spirit, Bright 

developed what he calls spiritual breathing.  Spiritual breathing is a controversial concept, 

primarily because Bright makes much more of the process than need be.  A vastly simplified 

explanation of the doctrine is below. 

  According to Bright’s understanding of obedience, Christ must be ‘on the throne of 

one’s life’ at all times.  If Christ is not there, self will be there.  If self is on the throne, it does not 

mean that the person is not a believer, rather, her or she has become carnal.  Either Christ or self 

will be on the throne at all times.  If self is there, the Christian will live in defeat.  The first step 
                                                

 
35This statement occurs in the preface of all the Transferable Concepts booklets. 
 
36Bill Bright, God: Discover His Character (Orlando: NewLife Publications, 1999), 176. 

  
37Bright, How You Can Walk in the Spirit, 9.  
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in spiritual breathing is confessing sin, pictured as exhaling.  During the exhaling process the 

believer reaffirms that he is in sin but that Christ has paid for the sins.  Then the believer must 

repent of the sin.  The second step in spiritual breathing is inhaling the fullness of the Spirit by 

faith.  God commands believers to be filled with the spirit in Ephesians 5:18.  In Bright’s 

understanding, being filled with the Spirit allows the believer to be guided and directed by God, 

not self, Christ is on the throne, and the believer is living in obedience.38 

  Growth will not happen unless the believer is living a surrendered life.  Bright’s 

language is classic Keswick theology.  He states that first and foremost, a lack of knowledge 

about spiritual breathing is why believers do not grow.  Understanding this new doctrine will 

make all the difference.  Bright’s continual use of the phrase “average Christian” also points to 

the Keswick influence.  Those who understand this new doctrine will grow above average and 

will live the abundant, victorious, productive life.  Growth occurs because the believer 

accomplishes spiritual breathing and is never tied to the fact that one is in Christ or even to the 

salvation act at all.  Salvation and growth are only related is so far as salvation provides the 

believer access to the power to grow but growth will not happen automatically.  The lack of tying 

sanctification to the believer’s place in Christ is a mistake that leads to a lack of assurance and 

shame in many believers’ lives. 

   
Summary and Evaluation of  
Bright’s Conversion Theology 
 
  For all the controversy about Bill Bright’s teaching, his positions are orthodox and 

even conventional at their core when compared to many evangelicals.  Bright has a right 

understanding of the character of God and His holiness.  He does not waver in God’s hatred of 

                                                
 
38Ibid., 9-11.  
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sin and wrath and judgment against it.  Bright often wrote and spoke of our Holy God, providing 

a more balanced approach between holiness and love than most people give him credit for.  

Bright understands that man is sinful and cannot come into God’s presence unless first cleansed 

by the blood of Christ.  Bright understands original sin’s power over the unbeliever.  Bright 

relates the atoning work of Christ on the cross and its provision to fully pay for man’s sin.  His 

view of justification is correct, noting that it is a work of Christ alone, immediate upon 

conversion, and sufficient for all time.   

Bright is correct in the sinner’s need to respond to the gospel.  He has full faith that 

God wants to save sinners, a biblically grounded view.  The way he wrote the 4 Laws and the 

emphasis he places on bringing the sinner to a point of dependence can lead to pressuring the 

believer into a false commitment, however.  This would never be Bright’s desire.  As with any 

gospel presentation, it is mainly up to the individual user to decide how much pressure to put on 

the time of decision.  One cannot fault Bright for those who misuse his gospel tract. 

  Bright’s writing on the three-fold commitment of intellect, emotions, and will is 

common in many theologians’ explanation of what is necessary for conversion to take place.  

Rarely will one be able to pinpoint each area of commitment as it takes place during conversion 

so it is not practical to teach the three-fold commitment as part of regular witnessing material.  

What Bright is most concerned with during conversion is that the sinner makes a profession of 

faith and surrenders his or her life to Christ.  Bright’s many accounts of personal testimonies 

show the pleasure he takes in seeing someone come to Christ.   

One might take issue with some of the word choices Bright uses, such as when Don 

Moomaw was converted.  Moomaw did not seem very convicted of his sin during the 

conversation listed above.  It almost seems like he decided to accept Christ because he did not 
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have a good reason not to.  Stories like this draw criticism.  In Moomaw’s case, though, it is 

clear that his conversion was genuine from his perseverance as a Christian in later years.  Bright 

had the luxury of choosing from thousands of testimonies when he wrote his material.  Just 

because he chose instances where people did not verbalize confession language that critics and 

theologians wanted to hear did not mean the conversions were not real.  Again, Bright’s method 

was not inherently faulty but it was liable to be misused or rushed in order to get a ‘decision for 

Christ.’ 

  The majority of Bright’s views are healthy and orthodox; certainly all of his main 

doctrinal positions are solid.  The doctrine that poses the most serious problem is view of 

sanctification Bright holds.  Bright studied the scriptures, memorized them, prayed and fasted 

often, fellowship with other believers, and carried out the other disciplines that one might 

recommend to grow in Christ likeness.  The issue is that he placed so much emphasis of the 

success of the growth on the necessity to walk in the Spirit through spiritual breathing.  Bright’s 

disconnect of sanctification from conversion can allow for too much focus on the believer’s 

efforts and not enough reliance and trust in Christ working in the believer.   

  Former Campus Crusade staff member Craig Parton provides interesting insight in an 

article he once wrote on Bill Bright.  Parton’s main critique is that Bright had an inadequate view 

of sin, which the author does not agree with, but Parton’s critique is worth looking at.  Bright 

once said that since discovering the concept of spiritual breathing he now finds that, years later, 

he does not have that much to confess.  Parton infers that Bright assumes he does not commit the 

numerical number of sins he once did.39  Parton does not provide any further context of Bright’s 

statement that he sins less now that he breathes spiritually.  Bright’s relationship of spiritual 

                                                
 

39Fleming, “An Analysis of Bill Bright’s Theology and Methodology,” 7. 
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breathing with victorious living can be problematic as Parton notes that as the sinner feels 

himself more victorious, the focus can easily shift onto himself rather than on Christ’s work.  

Since the emphasis is not on grace and faithfulness but on sinning less, the focus on Christ’s 

atoning work is less.40  This component of the critique is well founded, though it is never 

obvious that Bright shifted away from a constant reliance on and affection for Christ.  Others 

may be tempted to begin trusting their own ability to live victoriously, however, because of the 

act of spiritual breathing. 

  The most damaging critique of Bright’s theology is that his over emphasis on spiritual 

breathing, victorious living, surrender, and obedience can lead to the opposite of what Bright 

intends, namely, a defeated Christian who cannot live up to the standard of Keswick theology 

and lacks assurance of faith.  The first follow up booklet that Campus Crusade staff take new 

believers through is all about assurance that they are in Christ.  The main verse used is 1 John 

5:12 where it states that if one has the Son, one has the life.  Bright would reiterate that the 

person had trusted Christ through prayer in faith so they have the Son and can be assured of 

having eternal life.  The problem is not with Bright’s use of 1 John but with the message that 

obedient, fully surrendered living presents.  Rick Ritchie addresses this issue in a chapter he 

wrote critiquing John MacArthur’s view of lordship salvation, a position that is similar to Bill 

Bright’s.  In Richie’s hypothetical story, Linda Leadfoot is troubled that she is not saved because 

she cannot “submit [her] driving to the lordship of Christ.”41  Linda realizes she still wants to 

speed and feels like she cannot be a true believer if she still has this desire.  Richie concludes that 

                                                
 
40Ibid.  
 
41Rick Richie, “The Law According to Jesus,” in Christ the Lord: The Reformation and Lordship 

Salvation, ed. Michael Horton (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1992), 77-78. 
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an overemphasis on obedience and submission leads to few carnal Christians (unbelievers in 

Richie’s eyes) being turned from their behavior but that many sincere believers will be put on a 

path towards shipwrecking their faith as they make all of life about obedience they cannot 

attain.42  Bright’s position on the lordship of Christ is not as strong as MacArthur’s but it is not 

far off.   

The principle Bright uses is correct in that believers are called to live in a state of 

continual repentance and faith.  Spiritual breathing is simply Bright’s fancy, somewhat 

complicated explanation of this command.  The danger lies in the Keswick separation of 

conversion from growth.  Bright would do better to relay sanctification back to the gospel at all 

times; because of what Christ has done for us and who we are in Him, we can live a life pleasing 

to Him, not because of what we do.  The fact that we are saved and in Christ is the only reason 

we grow.  Bright rarely refers to the power of the gospel in the believer’s life, producing fruit.  It 

is true that the believer must work out his salvation but he can do so only because it is Christ 

who is working in him.  Bright’s view of sanctification is not heretical, just unhelpful at times. 

 
Conclusion 

 
  The main issue that led to so much criticism of Bright and Campus Crusade was that 

Bright’s writings were simplistic and lacking in theological precision.  As stated earlier, Bright 

wrote the way he did for a reason.  He wanted the simplest believer to be able to read and benefit 

from his writings, a goal he certainly achieved.  Most of his writing comes in the form of small 

booklets so he was not able to fully expound on everything contained inside each booklet.  He 

did write more thoroughly on certain doctrinal issues such as God, Christ, and Scripture but he 

never wrote extensively on his theology of conversion.   
                                                

 
42Ibid., 80.  
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Bright’s background influenced his minimalist writing as well.  His days in seminary 

left a bad taste in his mouth for verbose theology.  Remember that all he could think about in 

those days were the lost people outside his window, not how well he was conjugating Greek 

verbs or turning over every philosophical stone in a theology textbook.  Many academicians 

would do well to love the lost as much as Bright did and go out and share their faith a little more.  

Evangelism and action, not theological reflection, were the goals of Bright’s main mentor, 

Henrietta Mears as well.  Bright learned from Mears the importance of getting to Christ and a 

decision when witnessing.  In light of his background and experiences, Bright wrote for people 

who needed an easy tool, motivation, and encouragement to witness.  His writings succeed in 

doing just that.  The same reasons they are helpful and successful also allow them to be misused 

and misunderstood.  Nonetheless, Bill Bright is a man whose writings Christians should still read 

today.  His light and encouraging style still helps others find the joy in witnessing and working 

for Christ that Bright so contagiously shared with those who knew him.
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